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3 of 3 people found the following review helpful. Legacy Publications: Beware
of it before you order.By Samuel SelvamonyPlease don't order your books any
time from Legacy Publications. I have never came across a book with no
product information, with only spelling mistakes, no paragraph arrangements,
etc. I never thought I will end up feeling sorry about this. The worst
publications I have ever came across in my whole life.0 of 0 people found the
following review helpful. Freedom of the WillBy Donna BGave as gift24 of 27
people found the following review helpful. An apparent complete lack of
proofreading of the text before printingBy Leon C. StansfieldI ordered this
book, same cover, about a month ago through and have begun reading it. I read
some of it aloud to my wife, as I enjoy reading aloud. I have reached page 26.
Here is what I have discovered: (1) Jonathan Edwards is very difficult to read.
His thoughts are intricate and detailed. He was very intelligent, but his writing
is not for the ordinary reader. (2) This particular printing --- Copyright 2011
ISBN 978-1463659899 --- was quite obviously typeset and printed without
anyone taking the time to proofread the text for obvious errors. For example, on
page 20, paragraph 2, second sentence, I find this: [my suggested corrections in
brackets]"For that which is possessed of no will, cannot have any paver
[power]or opportunity of doing according to its mill, [will] nor be necessitated
to act contrary to its will . . ." Near the end of the same paragraph is the this:". .
. but not that the bird's power of flying has a power arid [and] Liberty of
flying."Then in the next paragraph we find this: "But that which has no will,
cannot be subject of these things, -- I need say the less on this bead [head], Mr.
Locke having set the same thing forth . . ."When one is seeking to gain a
knowledge of Mr. Edwards' thoughts it is disturbing to have to try to figure out
what the original text actually says. As a publisher of numerous books via
lulu.com , most of which I market via my own website and which includes two
books [Luther on Human Will, and The Bondage of the Will] for which the text
was meticulously copied from, or abridged from, other texts, I think I have a
duty to report this kind of poor workmanship.I also found typos on pages 9, 14,
17, 18, 19, 23 and 24. At this point it could be assumed that additional typos
will be found throughout the text.Finally, the book has no standard copyright
page, but is listed as copyright 2011 by Legacy Publications on the title page. It
provides no physical address, no website, and no email address by which
anyone may contact them. This seems to be somewhat irregular among
publishers. On the back of the final page is written "Made in the USA San
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